
The Power of Turvo, The Simplicity of One

Unlock the Opportunity of a Unified Network

Digital Transformation
for Logistics Providers
Collaborative by Design, Transformative by Nature

Break free of siloed workstreams, manual data entry, redundant 
processes and streamline your business with Turvo.

• One Connected Cloud Platform
• One View into Legacy Systems
• One Source of Truth
• One Shared Workflow

turvo.com

Turvo is a logistics platform that provides end-to-end, multi-collaboration 
and visibility from order to cash – across inventory, shipments, carrier 
tendering, invoicing and settlement – solving the swivel chair approach to 
sourcing and sharing information within your logistics network. Eliminate 
time wasted toggling between multiple systems and increase productivity  
by accessing shared logistics data from a single source with Turvo.

Turvo helps synchronize the technologies that drive your business, enabling real-time decision making and execution. Turvo connects your 
workflows and business processes across legacy systems to provide you, your customers and your service providers with shared visibility into 
orders, shipments and inventory. By connecting shippers, logistics providers and carriers into an integrated ecosystem, Turvo empowers your 
business by creating endless network opportunities to reach more customers and service providers.

Turvo Unified Data Layer and Mesh API

Collaboration, from sharing to execution to exception management
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For More Information, visit www.turvo.com



Why Turvo?

Features & Benefits
Powerful Sharing Capabilities: Turvo allows users to share 

items, orders, inventory, rate agreements and shipments in a 

contextual environment. Parties can collaborate seamlessly 

and focus on performance instead of business process.

Unparalleled Visibility: Track shipments in real-time from 

dispatch to delivery using the Turvo mobile app. Know when 

your driver leaves and arrives with updates along the route. 

Business Efficiency and Analytics: Order to shipment in 

minutes. Turvo connects data between multiple business 

solutions to synchronize the performance of your organization. 

Give your customers digital email invoicing, document capture 

and self-service access to track shipments. 

Flexible Product Architecture: Connect with anyone, anywhere 

to move things. Turvo simplifies complexity with one 

connected cloud-based platform that empowers everyone 

across the supply chain to make smarter, faster, more informed 

decision.

The future of logistics is here, and it’s network collaboration powered by Turvo. Turvo digitally transforms the status quo in supply chain and 

logistics, as the single thread that connects every system, process and person effortlessly. Turvo’s flexible architecture enables logistics 

providers to rapidly scale and connect with ecosystem partners without the need for expensive, EDI integrations. Turvo’s connected network 

drives real-time collaboration across multiple parties, heightening visibility, data exchange and exception management. 

40%

“Turvo has given us the ability to scale the from $30M in FUM 

with 96 people to $40M in FUM with 30 people reducing 

operating costs by 60%. With Turvo, we can onboard 

customers faster giving them the ability to track every 

transaction, from order-to-cash, online from anywhere while 

having live interaction with our operators, in a single threaded 

collaborative environment.” 

Royce Neubauer, President and CEO, SFL Companies

Do More with Less

For More Information, visit www.turvo.com


